Registration Form

Hot Topics in Neonatology/Neonatal Quality at Hot Topics
December 02, 2018 - December 06, 2018
Marriott Marquis DC

Event Registration

Please select a registration type

* Registration Type

- All Other Registrants $775.00

Session(s)

PRE-CONFERENCE: Neonatal Quality at Hot Topics, December 2, 2018

- Preconference: Neonatal Quality at Hot Topics, December 2, 2018
- All Other Registrants $200.00
- Allied Health $100.00
- Nurse/Advanced Practice Nurse $100.00
- Residents/Fellows $100.00

Preconference: Neonatal Quality at Hot Topics Concurrent
Session 1

- Session 1: Family QI Bootcamp: Practical Approaches for Improving the NICU Parent Experience
- Session 1: Improvement Opportunities in Neonatal Transfusion Medicine
- Session 1: Beyond Cooling: Optimizing Neurologic Care for Newborns
- Session 1: The Ins and Outs of Publishing Your Quality Improvement Projects

Preconference: Neonatal Quality at Hot Topics Concurrent
Session 2

- Session 2: Family QI Bootcamp: Practical Approaches for Improving the NICU Parent Experience
- Session 2: Improvement Opportunities in Neonatal Transfusion Medicine
- Session 2: Beyond Cooling: Optimizing Neurologic Care for Newborns
- Session 2: The Ins and Outs of Publishing Your Quality Improvement Projects

To register for Hot Topics

Select a registration type for Hot Topics here:

To attend Quality Conference

Select a registration type for the Quality Conference here:

Choose one concurrent session for session 1

Choose one concurrent session for session 2
Would you like to receive additional materials from our exhibitors?

How did you hear about this event?

Apply a discount

Discount Code

Payment Options

- Pay by Credit Card. You will be taken to a secure payment processor.
- Pay by Check. A payment form will be emailed to you.
- Nemours Cost Center (xxxxxxx)

Cost Center #

Must have 8 digits

Submit